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Let u be a solution of U, = Au - u? with Dirichlet data equal to 1 on the boundary 
of a bounded convex domain in Iw” and initial data also equal to 1, where 0 < ‘J < 1. 
It is shown that u has convex level curves for all time t. This problem is used as an 
example to indicate a general technique for showing that the level curves of 
solutions of suitable initial value problems are convex. ‘i‘l 1988 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The result of this paper is a special case of a much more general con- 
vexity result for initial value problems, which is not proved here, but is 
easily deduced from the proof for the particular problem. The example con- 
sidered is a non-linear diffusion problem: u, = Au - d for 0 < y < 1 in a 
convex domain with initial and boundary limits equal to 1. It is shown that 
u has convex level sets for all time t>O. The result is arrived at by means 
of a convexity maximum principle (Section 3) and an analysis of boundary 
behaviour (Section 4), after the original problem has been transformed 
(Section 2). The solution of the transformed problem is shown to be con- 
cave with respect o both the space and time variables jointly. This implies 
the convexity of the level curves of the original function for all time. 
2. TRANSFORMATIONS 
Let n 2 1 and 52 be a bounded convex domain in R”. The following 
notations will be used in this paper: 
G=Qx(O,co) 
G=SZx [O, co) 
iYG=(iX2x [0, co))u(Wx (0)) 
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G*=Qx [0, a] 
aG* = (32 x [0, co]) u (i? x (0, co}). 
The problem chosen here to demonstrate a general technique of proving 
convexity of level curves for solutions of initial value problems is the 
following: 
U,=AU-UY in G 
u=l on aG 
(2.1) 
for 0 < y < 1, where u E C(G), and u,, D$u E C(G). The result of this paper is 
the following: 
THEOREM 2.1. Zf u satisfies (2.1), then the level curves of u are convex for 
all t > 0. 
A solution of this problem will satisfy 0 <u 6 1. Also, u(x, co) = 
lim ,-CC u(x, t) exists for all x E Sz, and is the solution of the corresponding 
elliptic boundary value problem in 0. Hence u is a continuous function on 
the compact set G*. Put ii = 1 -u. Then 
22, = Aii + (1 - ii)’ in G 
i?=o on JG. 
(2.2) 
Now put v = 4(E), where 
((n,=J-;(l -(l -s)‘+y)-“2ds. (2.3) 
It will be shown that v is a concave function in G. Note that b(O)= 0, 
d’(E) > 0 for 0 < ii < 1, and & 1) < co. Denote the inverse of 4 by +. Then v 
satisfies 
v, = Au + (VIV,v12 + (1 - ti(v))‘YV(v) in G, 
v=o on aG, 
(2.4) 
where V,v denotes the gradient of v with respect to the space variables 
only. A calculation shows that 
ljY(v)=(1-(1-~(v))‘+~)i’2 
Ii/“(V) = ql-$(v))’ 
v,=Av+ IV,v12 + 1) (1 - $(v))Y/Ic/‘(v). 
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3. A CONVEXITY MAXIMUM PRINCIPLE 
Suppose u is not concave. Then the function c: G* x G* + R defined by 
443 II) = 45) + v(v) - -Nil 
must be positive for some 5, q E G*, where 5 = (5 + ~)/2. Now c is con- 
tinuous on the compact set G* x G*. So c must attain its positive maximum 
for some pair (5, q) in G* x G*. In this section, a convexity maximum prin- 
ciple technique shows that this pair is not in G x G. In fact, the bulk of this 
section follows as an immediate corollary of a known maximum principle 
[3, Theorem 3.11. In the next section, it is shown that neither 5 nor q can 
be in aG*. Consequently c has no positive maximum, and therefore u is a 
concave function. 
Suppose c has a local maximum with 5 and r~ in G. Then Decc(<, q) = 
D,c(t, q) =O. Hence Do(t) =Dv(q)= Du([). Here Du means the (n + l)- 
component gradient (VXu, v,). So both V,v and v, have identical values at 
5, ‘I, and i. 
Similarly, at this hypothetical maximum of c, the 2n x 2n matrix Dzc of 
second derivatives of c with respect o the space variables must be negative 
semi-definite. That is, for any p E RZn, 
P=D~,c(L VIP QQ (3.1) 
Choose pi = (0, . . . . r, 0, . . . . s, 0), where r and s are in the ith and (n + i)th 
positions. The sum of (3.1) over i from 1 to n may be written in terms of u 
as 
r2(dv(c) - 2du(r)) + 2rsdu(~) + .s2(flu([) - 2dv(q)) 2 0. (3.2) 
Since this inequality holds for all r and s, it follows that the first and last 
coefficients and the discriminant of the quadratic are non-negative: 
Mi) 2 2-4f45) (3.3) 
MO 2 2Nrl) (3.4) 
~v(i)(~v(5) + Mrl)) G 2ma Ml). (3.5) 
If dv(~)+dv(q)>O, inequality (3.3) may be multiplied by LIu(~)+LIu(~) 
and then subtracted from (3.5) to give 0~ -2(~lu(5))*. So du(t)=O. 
Similiarly, dv(r]) =O. Consequently, only two cases can arise: either 
Au(t) = Au(q) = 0 or else Au(r) + Au(q) < 0. In the first case, (3.3) implies 
that Au([) 2 0. In the second case, (3.5) implies that 
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It will be shown that both of these cases are impossible, using the concept 
of harmonic concavity. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Suppose n > 1, K is a convex subset of R”, and f is a 
real function in K. Then f is said to be harmonic concave in K when 
0 
a (x)f(y)((l-4f(y)+lf(x))F G 
if f(x)=f(y)=O 
if (1-L) f(y)+lf(x)>O 
for all x, y E K, ,I E [0, 11. 
Note that a positive function is harmonic concave if and only if its 
reciprocal is convex. Also, it is interesting to observe that all negative 
functions are harmonic concave. The most important non-obvious property 
for the purposes of this paper is the following: 
LEMMA 3.2. Assume n >, 1, K E R” is convex, and f: K + R is harmonic 
concave in K. Then g: K * R, defined by g(x) = f (x) - k, is harmonic 
concave for all non-negative k. 
Proof The result holds trivially when k = 0. So suppose that k is 
positive. 









+Wl -Q(f(x)-f(y))2((l -4f(y)+Af(x))V’ 
x ((1 -Qf(y)+lf(x)-k)-’ 
2 &T(X) g(Y)((l -A) g(y) + &m-‘. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
409/133/2-4 
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Returning to the proof of the theorem, Eq. (2.4) may be written as 
-Av=b(u, Du) 
where 
b(u, Du) = h(u) F lV,ul’+ l)-,;, 
and 
h(u) = (1 - +(u))yIv(u). 
We show that h is a harmonic concave function, from which it follows 
using the lemma above that b is harmonic concave with respect to the 
variable v for any fixed choices of V,u and v, > 0. (The non-negativity of v, 
follows from the maximum principle for the heat operator, by differen- 
tiating (2.2) with respect to t, and noting that i7, is initially non-negative. 
So 11, is always non-negative, and because 4’ is positive, u, must be non- 
negative.). Since h is positive in (0, l), it is suffkient to show that its 
reciprocal l/h is convex. The second derivative of l/h with respect o u is 
Y(l +Y) $‘(u)(l -ccl(u))-‘-’ 
which is clearly non-negative. Hence h and therefore b are harmonic 
concave with respect o u as claimed. 
Since b is strictly decreasing with respect to v, and the quantity 
v(t) + v(q) - 2u(c) is positive at (r, q), 
Au(i) = -b(u(i), WC)) 
< -b((u(O + 4v)YZ Wi)) 
0 if 
’ 
AU(<) = Au(q) = 0, 
2~445) Au(vKA45) + Au(q))-’ if dv(~)+dv(~)<O. 
This last inequality follows from the harmonic concavity of 6, sub- 
stituting -Au for b as appropriate. This strict inequality for Au(i) shown 
here contradicts the earlier inequalities obtained at the hypothetical 
maximum of c. Hence c has no positive maximum in the interior of G x G. 
4. BOUNDARY BEHAVIOUR 
It must now be shown that c cannot attain a positive maximum at a pair 
(r, q) with 5 or q in aG*. Suppose firstly that 5 and v are both on the finite 
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part 8G of aG*. Then v(r) = u(q) = 0, and so ~(5, rl) 6 0. If either 5 or q is 
on the infinite part 0 x {CC }, then so is [. For instance, if 5 = (x, t), and 
g = (y, co), then i = ((x + y)/2, co) and 
45, vl) = 4x7 t) + 4Y, a) - 240 
6 v(x, al) + u(y, a) - 24(x + yy2, co ). 
This inequality follows from the non-negativity of u,. But u(x, co)= 
&ii(x, co)) is known to be a concave function of x because it is the solution 
of an appropriate elliptic boundary value problem dealt with in recent 
papers. (See [ 1, Theorem 4.53 for n = 2; for the case n 3 3, the result 
follows in the same way from [3, Theorem 3.21.) So c is also non-positive 
in this case. It remains to eliminate the possibility that one point, 5 = (x, t) 
say, is in Q x {0}, &Q x (0, co), or 8Q x {0}, while the other, 11 say, is in G. 
If x E Q, then fir(x, 0) > 0. But 4’(O) = +co. So u,(x, 0) = +oo and therefore 
the partial derivative of ~(5, q) with respect to t in the positive t direction 
equals + co. This implies that the pair (t, v) is not a local maximum of c. 
Similarly, if Q satisfies an interior sphere condition, then the gradient 
IV,ll(x, t)l is positive for all t > 0 and x E c?Q. It follows that the derivative 
of ~(5, 7) with respect o the spatial part of 5 in the direction of the interior 
normal to 6X2 at x is infinite. This case in therefore impossible for the same 
reason. So only the most difficult case remains: x E %2, t = 0, and q E G. To 
deal with this last case, it is convenient to use a scaling argument. 
First note that for small enough t, ii, - AG 3 E, for some constant E > 0. 
Hence ii > EW, where w is the solution of w, - Aw = 1 in G with zero initial 
and boundary data. Suppose that 52 satisfies an interior sphere condition, 
and that 0 E %2, and n is the interior normal to iR at 0. Define wa(x, t) = 
aw(a ~1~2x,a~1t)forO<a~1,~~8,={a1’2x:x~~}andt30.Thenw3w~ 
in 8, x [0, co), because WY - Aw’ = 1 and 6, E fi. In particular, w(x, t) > 
tw(xt-li2 1). Let x = tn. Then by the positivity of the gradient of w on the 
boundary for t > 0, 
w(tn, t) 2 tw(t’j2n, 1) 
for some k > 0. Hence ii(x, + tn, t) 2 kt 3/2 for every x,, E %2, for some k > 0. 
But inspection of 4 reveals that 
lim qS(t312)/t = +co. 
r-o+ 
Hence the right one-sided derivative of u(x + tn, t) with respect o t at t = 0 
is infinite. This implies that c has an infinite derivative. So c(<, q) cannot be 
a maximum of c. 
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Thus no boundary maximum can occur, and therefore 1: is concave if Q 
satisfies an interior sphere condition. The case of a general bounded convex 
domain follows from the fact that the pointwise limit of a sequence of 
concave functions is concave. Hence finally the concavity of C= c$( 1 -u) 
implies the convexity of the level sets of u as a function of the joint space 
and time coordinate in KY’+‘. (This is a stronger result than originally 
sought.) So in particular, for any fixed time t the level sets of u are convex. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
5. REMARKS 
The reader who is familiar with the techniques of this article will see 
immediately the general applicability of the approach used here. Essen- 
tially, the two important insights are that the second-order part of the heat 
operator is weakly elliptic, and that the time derivative may be ignored if it 
is non-negative. The parabolic initial value problem may be regarded as a 
weakly elliptic boundary value problem in an unbounded convex domain. 
Whenever the function b is harmonic concave, U, is non-negative, and the 
initial and boundary values of u are constant, the theorem will continue to 
hold, subject to some minor technicalities. The function 4 depends in 
general on b as indicated in [ 11. The condition that u, be non-negative 
seems to be more or less essential (i.e., necessary), but it is not difftcult to 
satisfy, because it often follows by a maximum principle from the 
corresponding condition for t = 0. 
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